


















- you are a follower of Jesus Christ - aka a disciple
-- not merely going to church
-- a desire to seek Him and His righteousness (ref)
-- gym analogy

Disciple = Bible base
- Balance Bible view. I don’t think mind is an extreme view



Have a happily ever ending – no Disney ending
- But will have one that follow and honor God

theological debates ( complementarian vs egalitarian)



So the whole series is focus on two things
- Honour God in our relationship
- Develop healthy relationship

- You can do one without the other

- What does honour mean?
- Doing the right thing 

- What is healthy relationship means?
- Both party in the relationship is free to glorify God in his/her own way – not rule in fear, 

condemnation 



Why relationship? Why not just talk about dating or courtship?
Because relationship covers one stage to the next
Each life stage is built upon another

A lot of focus is on dating or how to find a mate.
But I want to take a 30,000 feet view

Pull back, not be overwhelm and see this
This is your normal life stages

I want you to keep this in mind as you think about relationship
Bc there is no point in having a high in dating and then didn’t realize you are not 
equip/prepare for marriage and parenthood

It is like going to University and randomly taking courses.  No you have a plan to take the 
courses needed to get your degree.
Why don’t we approach this in relationship?

I use the word relationship because it spans from dating until the end.

Also, singlehood is not the same as celibacy as what Paul talked about – I will discuss this 
in another session
Also, it is interesting to note we spend so much time in our lives on studying and working 
hard to make money and start a career



Yet, when it comes to relationship, how much time we focus on that?
I know it is hard because it deals with feelings and also hard to measure
But your marriage will last for life.  We change career easily these days.

Doesn’t it make sense if we spend some of my time/energy in relationship, at the very least in 
our part in the relationship?



It is

Marriage is created by God

Marriage is a blessing
Children are a blessing
Sex is a gift from God

But will explain more on these aspect later in the series



Gen 2 – right from the beginning marriage is mentioned.
You can write many things in the intro, marriage – the idea of leave and cleave is 
discussed?

Why? Bc it is important in God’s heartbeat.



● What is ordinance?
○ God design and His order



● Family is God’s design
● As such we look at relationship based off of families









Why did Isaac lie?
This is the same lie as Abraham
Same fear
Did Abraham told him to do this? Obviously not, because it didn’t work fro Abraham

A pattern of lying is pass down from one generation to another

So this is one truth we see in the Bible

We inherit good and bad things from our parents and parents before hand

This truth has a huge factor on how we approach relationship





These questions will give you a glimpse of how you approach relationship especially what 
you value or not value
Also, relationships will have conflict (healthy and unhealthy ones)? You and I learn from our 
parents.

I will never be my parents or I will never date someone like my parents
- Even if you say that, this very statement alone proofs that how our parents raise us 

effect our view in relationships

My question is:
Does this view a skewed one that is not Biblical?





● Does this mean you dealt a ‘bad’ hand?
● The reality is that we are all in the same state.
● Our previous generations who do not know Christ or even if they known Christ but 

not willing to change, will pass these ‘sinful’ nature to us
● So the question is can we change?

● Of course, we can. But only in Christ.  



Some people believe that you don’t need to do anything and Christ will do it for you
Not this, this you have to allow the Holy Spirit to work in you.



-You may not think about it like this…or at least not yet

A lot of times at church we talk about leaving a legacy for our children

What legacy do you want to leave?

Asians, Chinese, especially thinks of stuff
Money
House
Car
Just stuff

But I believe a greater more valuable legacy is what the Bible talks about the new self
The life from Jesus

It may sound discouraging you have to do all these work
BUT take it from another angle
You and I have the privilege to stop these unhealthy generation patterns.
That’s what I want to leave to my kiddies.



This is the same course as in discipleship
It is not diff
It is the same

And this is so practical.








